There is an increasing recognition of the role of brain networks as neuroimaging biomarkers in mental health and psychiatric studies. Our focus is posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), where the brain network interacts with environmental exposures in complex ways to drive the disease progression. Existing linear models seeking to characterize the relation between the clinical phenotype and the entire edge set in the brain network may be overly simplistic and often involve inflated number of parameters leading to computational burden and inaccurate estimation. In one of the first such efforts, we develop a novel two stage Bayesian framework to find a nodespecific lower dimensional representation for the network using a latent scale approach in the first stage, and then use a flexible Gaussian process regression framework for prediction involving the latent scales and other supplementary covariates in the second stage. The proposed approach relaxes linearity assumptions, addresses the curse of dimensionality and is scalable to high dimensional networks while maintaining interpretability at the node level of the network. Extensive simulations and results from our motivating PTSD application show a distinct advantage of the proposed * approach over competing linear and non-linear approaches in terms of prediction and coverage.
: Differences in absolute correlations (left panel) and fitted edge probabilities (right panel) between participants with highest and lowest resilience score. Fitted edge probabilities can be viewed as a denoised version of the absolute correlations. Visual, salience and sub-cortical functional networks see high proportions of edges with large difference.
PTSD resilience (see Figure 1 ). Although there has been some progress in classifying the disease status in PTSD studies based on neuroimaging biomarkers (Fenster et al., 2018) , such existing approaches may not be fully satisfactory given the fact that the definition of PTSD itself has been a stumbling block in psychiatry. Hence instead of focusing on classification, it is appealing to develop prediction approaches for continuous clinical phenotypes in PTSD based on the brain network and other risk factors. However, such network valued regression is not straightforward due to the high-dimensional and complex nature of the brain networks, the unknown interactions between the brain network and environmental exposures such as trauma, as well as the possibly highly non-linear relationship between the clinical phenotype and the network. Supplementary factors such as own/family history of psychiatric disorders, the experience of a traumatic event, and female gender were shown to be associated with an elevated PTSD risk (Kessler et al., 1995) and hence need to be accounted for.
A common approach to modeling outcome based on network valued covariates is to use summary network measures as covariates (see, for example, Bullmore and Sporns (2009) and references therein). However, the success of such an approach depends heavily on the choice of the network metrics. Moreover, these approaches have reduced exploratory value and possibly less accuracy due to a decreased resolution of the summary statistics.
Another alternative is to include all the edges in the network as a vectorized predictor, and use these high dimensional features for modeling the clinical phenotype (Richiardi et al., 2011; Craddock et al., 2009) . Although penalized regression approaches (Tibshirani, 1996) and Bayesian shrinkage (Park and Casella, 2008; Chang et al., 2018) may be used to model the regression coefficients in these high-dimensional applications, these approaches treat the edges as interchangeable and fail to respect the inherent structure of the network that may show properties such as small-worldedness (Bassett and Bullmore, 2006) or other patterns of organization. Disregarding these inherent structures and the associated correlations may lead to sub-optimal performance. Recent developments such as Guha and Rodriguez (2018) address this issue by using a tensor-based representation for the regression parameters corresponding to the edges in the network. However, their approach still requires sampling as many regression coefficients as there are edges, and hence is challenging to implement for high dimensional networks including hundreds of regions containing tens of thousands of edges (as in the Power network (Power et al., 2011) having 264 regions).
More importantly, existing approaches such as the ones referred to above, model the outcome as a function of a linear combination of the edges. While linearity assumption may be valid for some scenarios, and enables efficient computation and interpretability, they may not be applicable to more general models that input edge strengths as explanatory variables and to more diverse settings in general. Linear models also cannot accommodate unknown interactions between the brain network and environmental exposures such as childhood and adult trauma. Accounting for such interactions is crucial according to neurobiological models that conceptualize the symptoms of PTSD as correlates of dysfunctional stress reaction to traumatic events (Heim and Nemeroff, 2009) , where neural cues become associated with the traumatic event that may trigger a conditioned fear response, and failure to extinguish such a response is thought to lead to the persistence of symptoms (VanElzakker et al., 2014) . In our motivating GTP application, we have seen non-linear associations between PTSD resilience (a clinical measure determining the susceptibility to PTSD after childhood trauma) and some edge strengths represented by pairwise correlations. Thus it is imperative to develop flexible predictive approaches that enable non-linear association between the clinical phenotype and the high-dimensional brain network along with other risk factors. One alternative is to directly use a Gaussian process regression based on the entire edge set. However due to the high-dimensionality of the network, it may be challenging to sample a large number of lengthscale parameters under an anisotropic Gaussian process model via Metropolis-Hastings updates (Bhattacharya et al., 2014 ).
An alternative approach to tackle the problem is through non-linear manifold regression framework that first projects the high-dimensional feature space on a lower dimensional manifold, and subsequently uses flexible regression approaches to predict the outcome based on the latent variables. Frequentist examples of reducing the dimension of feature space include principal components analysis and more elaborate methods that accommodate nonlinear subspaces, such as isomap (Tenenbaum et al., 2000) and Laplacian eigenmaps (Belkin and Niyogi, 2003; Guerrero et al., 2011) . Bayesian manifold approaches characterizing predictive uncertainty have also been developed. Page et al. (2013) proposed a Bayesian nonparametric model for learning of an affine subspace in classification problems. More flexible Bayesian methods that accommodate non-linear subspaces include Gaussian process latent variable models (GP-LVMs) (Lawrence, 2005; Kundu and Dunson, 2014) . However, there may be a heavy computational price for learning the number and distribution of the latent variables, and for learning the mapping functions while keeping identifiability restrictions.
These factors typically restrict these approaches to a small number of features. Snelson and Ghahramani (2012) also considered manifold regression for big data, comprising feature vectors via pre-multiplying with a short and fat projection matrix. These approaches as well as other manifold regression methods (see Bickel et al. (2007) ; Aswani et al. (2011)) often lack scalability even for moderate number of features. Yang et al. (2016) developed a scalable approach that relied on usual Gaussian process regression without attempting to learn the mapping to the lower-dimensional subspace. Guhaniyogi and Dunson (2016) extended this approach to more flexible settings. However, these existing methods are not designed for estimating manifold for high dimensional networks which is our focus, thus cannot be directly applied to our problem of interest. Moreover, the lower dimensional projected features constructed under existing manifold based methods are typically not interpretable in terms of the the original features, which may be restrictive in neuroimaging applications where it is often important to identify important brain regions that drive a mental illness.
In order to close these gaps, we develop a two-stage semi-parametric Bayesian manifold regression approach for high dimensional network-valued covariates, where we first project the high-dimensional brain network on a lower dimensional manifold, and then use these projected features to predict the clinical phenotype via a flexible Gaussian process regression. The lower dimensional manifold corresponding to the brain network is obtained under the latent scale model (Hoff, 2005) . This model projects each node in the network into a lower dimensional Euclidean space in a way that the inner product between the projected nodes is representative of the corresponding edge probability in the network. Thus the lower dimensional manifold has one dimension corresponding to the number of nodes in the network ensuring the interpretability at the node level. We denote our approach as latent scale Gaussian process regression (ls-GPR). It allows for quantification of uncertainty given the latent scales representing the network, and also enables non-linear associations with the outcome, as well as unknown interactions between the network and other exposure variables. We develop an efficient optimization algorithm for estimating the latent scales from the given network data in the first stage, by leveraging the Polya-Gamma data augmentation scheme proposed in Polson et al. (2013) . The Gaussian process regression in the second step is implemented via standard tools in literature.
We choose a two stage model over a joint model that learns the latent scales as well as the relationship of the outcome with the latent scale simultaneously, based on computational considerations. In particular, it is challenging to derive a closed form for the posterior distribution of the latent scales under a joint model, especially when the number of nodes is large. One can discretize the latent scales to facilitate computational updates, or alternatively use Metropolis-Hastings based strategies or their more efficient variants (Robert, 2015) . However, both strategies have drawbacks in high dimensions: the former may lead to shrinkage of prior support, while the latter may result in inefficient mixing. In order to overcome the above difficulties, we propose the two-step approach that results in superior performance in our motivating PTSD application, as well as extensive simulations.
In particular, the proposed approach has superior prediction and coverage in test samples.
Methods
We have data on n participants. For the ith participant (i = 1, . . . , n), the data includes a continuous scalar variable y i ∈ representing the clinical outcome of interest, an undirected brain network having p regions of interest (ROIs) represented as a symmetric binary matrix G i (p × p), with g i (k, l) = 1/0 depending on whether the edge (k, l), k = l, is present or absent in the network, and supplemental covariates z i representing environmental exposures and demographic factors. The binary network G can be based on structural or functional connectivity, while the number of regions depends on the chosen atlas (p = 264 under the Power atlas for our applications). We denote the vector of elements in the upper triangle excluding the diagonals for G i , or edge set, as e i of length p(p − 1)/2. The diagonal elements are excluded since they do not represent connections between distinct nodes and 
Model formulation
First Stage: Latent Scale Representation of Brain Networks: Our goal is to have a parsimonious probability model for the binary networks represented by the edge sets e i , i = 1, . . . , n.
Clearly there are 2 p(p−1)/2 possible values and hence the parameter space grows exponentially with the number of nodes. In order to tackle this problem, we seek to project these parameters into a lower dimensional space via a meaningful mapping that avoids restrictive assumptions and fits the data reasonably well. Motivated by the above considerations, we represent the edge probabilities in terms of node level latent scales. In particular,
where a i denotes the subject-specific intercept common across edges, u ik = (u ik,1 , · · · , u ik,d )
is the vector of latent scale for node k of the ith participant of length d, and Λ i represents the d × d diagonal weight matrix having all positive elements, and which controls the contribution of the latent scales to the inner product. The intercept term controls the overall density of the network and is learnt by pooling data across all edges. The latent scale u l captures the importance of node l in the network. If both nodes l and k have activations in the same directions, captured via u l,d and u k,d having the same signs, then they can be construed as functionally connected. We note that the latent scales are only identifiable up to a rotation in d . In other words, by rotating the latent scales the inner products (and hence the edge probabilities) in model (1) 
for any orthonormal matrix Q and diagonal Λ i . Thus in order to preserve identifiability with respect to rotation, we fix the first element of all latent scales (0.5 in our simulations and real data analysis).
Model (1) results in a dramatic reduction in the number of parameters from p(p − 1)/2 to (p × d + 1). In particular, the latent scales
where p is the number of brain regions and d is the dimension of the latent scale or the intrinsic dimension that needs to be determined. In general, finding the intrinsic dimension of the manifold is a difficult problem (Yang et al., 2016) . One approach is to treat d as a tuning parameter and determine the optimal dimension by choosing the one with smallest prediction mean squared error from cross validation of the following second stage regression. We also illustrate via simulations that the prediction accuracy is pretty robust to a reasonable range of values for d.
Model (1) adapts the dot product characterizations of edge probabilities for a single network (Hoff, 2005 (Hoff, , 2008 to the case of multiple networks. In latent space modeling of a single network, this representation has been shown to provide a more general characterization of interconnection structures and network properties than stochastic block model (Nowicki and Snijders, 2001 ) and latent distance model (Hoff et al., 2002) . Similar model for undirected binary network has appeared in Durante et al. (2017) , who used a mixture of latent scale probabilities to model a population of networks. For our PTSD application, it may be too simplistic to assume that groups of participants in the sample share the same network exactly, due to the well-known inherent heterogeneity in PTSD (Lanius et al., 2006) . Moreover, our primary objective is to predict the clinical outcome based on the network, which requires a distinct lower dimensional representation for each network.
Hence for our application, having a separate model for each participant's network seems meaningful, although one could potentially use a subset of shared parameters across participants to learn common patterns in the network (see Lukemire et al. (2017) for some context on joint learning of multiple networks).
Second Stage: Latent Scale Gaussian Process Regression: In this stage, we propose to use a flexible Gaussian process regression framework for the continuous scalar response based on the lower dimensional node-specific representation of network from the first stage model and other covariates as follows
where i denotes the residual error normally distributed with precision τ ∼ π(τ ), φ(·)
denotes the unknown mean that is a function of the brain network via the latent scales U i and the intercept term a i in model (1), as well as supplementary demographics and environmental exposures z i . The function φ(·) is assumed to have a Gaussian process prior with mean 0 and covariance kernel K that has the following structure:
where || · || F and || · || 2 denote the Frobenius and L 2 norms respectively, ψ 1 denotes the scale parameter controlling the variance of the mean function, and ψ u , ψ a and ψ z respectively denote the distinct lengthscale parameters corresponding to the latent scales, the intercept term and the supplementary covariates. The lengthscale parameters control the smoothness of the curve. By specifying three distinct parameters, we take into account that the covariates may potentially lie on very different scales and influence the smoothness to varying degrees. The Gaussian process prior for the mean function allows flexible non-linear relationships between the outcome and the covariates, and can also accommodate unknown interactions between the covariates.
Computation Framework
The estimation of the first stage model is implemented through an EM algorithm with data augmentation utilizing Theorem 1 in Polson et al. (2013) . The EM algorithm is more computationally efficient compared to the previous Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) implementation (Hoff, 2005) , and leads to significant speed-ups in our PTSD application involving high-dimensional networks and a moderate number of subjects.
We use an MCMC to estimate the parameters for the second stage regression model, with initialization at their maximum likelihood values. In our experience this leads to faster mixing and improved estimates. The MLE for the parameters (τ, ψ 1 , ψ u , ψ a , ψ z ) are derived via a gradient descent algorithm with Armijo line search (Armijo, 1966) , using the marginal likelihood y ∼ N n (0, K + τ −1 I n ). With properly assigned priors, we can then develop a Gibbs sampler to obtain the posterior distributions for these parameters. We assign a conjugate Gamma prior with parameters a τ and b τ to the noise precision τ . We assign an inverse Gamma prior with parameters a ψ 1 and b ψ 1 to ψ 1 , also conjugate. For the lengthscale parameters ψ u , ψ a and ψ z , we need to have Metropolis-Hastings steps within the Gibbs sampler.
The prediction for new test samples can be done by first estimating the latent scales with the EM algorithm, and subsequently feeding them into the fitted Gaussian process regression model. The details of the computation framework can be found in the Appendices.
Simulation Studies
In this section, we tested the prediction performance of our model in different scenarios including both simulated binary networks and those obtained from real data. When fitting first stage model, we fixed the dimension of the latent scales to d = 10 which provided good results under the regression model for a variety of scenarios.
Data Generation
Scenario 1: In this part of simulation, the edge set e i was generated according to the first stage model (1). In particular, the intercept term was simulated as a i ∼ N(0, 2 2 ), and elements of the latent scales U i (p × d 0 ) were generated independently from N(0, 1 2 ), with d 0 taking various values. Λ i was fixed at I d 0 . The response y i was generated as y i = k * <l * ,(k * ,l * )∈C sin π i,k * l * η i,k * l * + * i , * i ∼ N(0, 0.5 2 ), η i,k * l * ∼ N (2, 1) where C denoted the set containing edges between 100S p % nodes, S p ∈ (0, 1) was the sparsity level for generating the response, and η i,k * l * was a random perturbation term multiplied to the edge probabilities. This scheme was repeated to generate binary network and response for 50 training and 50 testing samples. Three levels of S p were chosen including low (0.25), medium (0.5) and high (0.75). The responses were standardized with the mean and standard deviation of the training samples.
Scenario 2: Here, we generated the binary network based on resting state fMRI connectivity matrix of the Grady Trauma Project. A description of the study can be found in Section 4.1.We calculated the resting state network for each subject using the graphical lasso algo-rithm (Friedman et al., 2008) under varying sparsity levels corresponding to regularization parameter values λ = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20, with a larger λ value corresponding to a sparser network. Once the networks were obtained as above, the response was generated with varying percentage of randomly selected ROIs as in Scenario 1. The binary networks and responses were randomly split equally into training (50) and testing (50) sets.
Methods to Compare
We reported results under the proposed approach using MLE based estimates (ls-GPR1) for the Gaussian process regression (GPR), as well as MCMC implementation (ls-GPR2). Our methods were compared to the linear shrinkage methods including lasso (Tibshirani, 1996) , ridge (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970) , elastic net (Zou and Hastie, 2005) , and Bayesian horseshoe prior (Carvalho et al., 2010) , which all used the full edge set as the predictors. The models were implemented through R packages glmnet (Friedman et al., 2010) and monomvn (Gramacy, 2018) . We also compared with non-linear approaches that used GPR on the full edge set (edge-GPR), on the reduced representation from principal component analysis (pca-GPR), and on the reduced representation from Laplacian Eigenmap (Belkin and Niyogi, 2003 ) (mf-GPR). The dimension reduction of the pca-GPR and mf-GPR methods were implemented using R function prcomp and R package dimRed (Kraemer et al., 2018) respectively. We applied the squared exponential kernel (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006) to all GPR approaches. We evaluated prediction performance in terms of predictive MSE on the test samples for all approaches, as well as coverage and the interval width for the test samples under ls-GPR2 and the competing GPR approaches. Here the coverage was defined as the ratio of the number of intervals covering the true value and the total number of test samples.
Results
The prediction and coverage results for scenario 1 are presented in Figure 3 . The horizontal axis represents the true dimension of the generated latent scales d 0 . As the true dimension increases, the dimension of the estimated latent scales is kept at d = 10 for model fitting purposes. The performance of our methods maintains consistency even when the true dimension exceeds that of the estimated latent scales. This provides evidence for the robustness of our prediction performance. We observe that the linear regression approaches have poor prediction performance compared to the non-linear competitors except for edge-GPR which also perform poorly. This is not surprising given that the true response has a non-linear relationship with the edge set. Our ls-GPR1 method always has the lowest predictive MSE compared to other approaches, while our ls-GPR2 method leads to a superior predictive MSE over competing methods when the sparsity level of the true regression model is 0.5 or 0.75. When the sparsity level is 0.25, our ls-GPR2 method may or may not have a smaller predictive MSE compared to pca-GPR. Both our ls-GPR2 and pca-GPR have a coverage close to one for varying sparsity levels of the true network.
However, our ls-GPR2 consistently has narrower intervals, which illustrates a greater certainty when predicting test samples. On the other hand, the edge-GPR and the mf-GPR methods consistently have the least favorable prediction performance among the non-linear approaches. Moreover, the mf-GPR has comparably high coverage which comes at the cost of substantially wider predictive intervals, highlighting the lack of precision under this approach. The coverage under the edge-GPR method is alarmingly low, which illustrates the inadequacy of including the entire edge set for prediction. axis represents the true dimension of the latent scales, while the estimated dimension is kept at 10. Non-linear methods generally perform better than linear competitors, except for edge-GPR. The proposed ls-GPR methods have the overall best performance. The pca-GPR sometimes has comparable predictive MSE and good coverage, but with much wider intervals.
(smaller λ values). The coverage under our ls-GPR2 is sometimes better and in some cases worse compared to the pca-GPR depending on the sparsity levels of the true regression model. However, our ls-GPR2 consistently has a narrower predictive interval compared to the pca-GPR across all settings, highlighting the increased precision of our approach. The edge-GPR and mf-GPR methods have a consistently smaller coverage resulted from very narrow predictive intervals.
In summary, the above results highlight the predictive advantages using our proposed methods. Combined with the close to optimal coverage and desirable width for the predictive intervals, these results make a clear case for the utility of the proposed approach when modeling complex associations of the clinical outcome with the underlying brain network.
Real Data Analysis

Grady Trauma Project and Resilience Scores
The Grady Trauma Project (GTP) has recruited African American females to study the risk factors for PTSD in a low-socioeconomic status (Stevens et al., 2013 (Stevens et al., , 2018 . The resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data has been obtained and preprocessed following the same protocol as Wang et al. (2016) . After removing data with movement or drowsiness issues, we have 81 participants available. For our analysis, we use the whole brain parcellation presented in Power et al. (2011) , involving 264 ROIs.
These regions are further organized into ten functional modules including motor, cinguloopercular, auditory, default mode, visual, fronto-parietal, salience, sub-cortical, ventral attention and dorsal attention (Cole et al., 2013) . These functional modules have been assigned based on resting state fMRI studies (Power et al., 2011) , which is well-suited for our data.
The GTP study has also acquired data on the Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale (Con- score (Gillespie et al., 2009 ) and the childhood trauma questionnaire (CTQ) total score (Scher et al., 2001) . The resilience score of interest is only available for 73 participants, and hence we focus our analysis on this subset.
As an additional analysis of interest, we also investigate which regions in the brain network contribute to significant differences with respect to resilience. To achieve this, we extend the proposed model in (2) by using modified latent scales as
where β j ∼ Bernoulli(π * ), j = 1, . . . , p. Here β j serves as the indicator for the j-th brain region to be included in the regression process. We also specify π * ∼ Be(a π , b π ), so that the prior inclusion probability for nodes is learnt adaptively from the data. The posterior draws for β s can be used to compute posterior inclusion probabilities which indicate the nodes' importance in the network with respect to the outcome. The posterior computation proceeds as in model (2) with additional steps included to update β and π * , as outlined in the Appendix C.
Results
The top panel of Table 1 shows the prediction performance using resilience score as response. The results are obtained from 100 random splits into training and testing samples.
Our proposed methods display lowest predictive MSE across varying network densities represented via different λ settings. One sided two sample t-tests show that our proposed methods have significant reduction in MSE at 0.05 level compared to competing methods.
The only exceptions are mf-GPR to both ls-GPR1 and ls-GPR2 at λ = 0.1, and mf-GPR to ls-GPR1 at λ = 0.15, but they are still significant at 0.10 level. Our proposed ls-GPR2 has similar or improved coverage as well as narrower predictive intervals compared to mf-GPR, indicating its greater confidence in the predicted values. The proposed ls-GPR2 also has improved coverage compared to pca-GPR across all settings, which is likely due to the narrower intervals under the pca-GPR method. Finally, the edge-GPR method has extremely poor coverage resulting from really tight predictive intervals.
In summary, although the pca-GPR and the mf-GPR approach occasionally show some advantages in the simulation studies, these methods have less than optimal predictive performance and coverage in the GTP study application. On the other hand, the edge-GPR approach involving the full edge set performs worst among the non-linear regression methods, although the performance is improved from the competing linear regression methods.
These results highlight the advantages of non-linear dimension reduction via latent scales under the proposed approach, and project a strong case for implementing the proposed method as a powerful prediction tool in brain network based studies.
The right panels in Figure 1 display the difference in the estimated edge probabilities for participants with the highest and lowest resilience scores. In addition, Figure 5 highlight the largest edge differences from selected functional modules. Most of the differences seem to be concentrated in the visual, fronto-parietal, salience, sub-cortical and ventral attention networks. Several important regions within these modules are also identified in terms of driving resilience via our supplementary analysis using modified latent scales described in coverage and (interval) width from 100 random splits. Noted that our approaches, ls-GPR1 and ls-GPR2, achieve significant reduction in predictive MSE at 0.05 or 0.10 level compared to competing methods. Our ls-GPR2 has similar coverage with the mf-GPR method but narrower predictive interval, indicating its greater confidence in the predicted values. The edge-GPR and the pca-GPR methods always have worse performance. Bottom panel: Supplementary analysis results on important regions in predicting resilience. participants. Most differences for the visual network occur within-module, but still a few connected to salience and sub-cortical networks. The other modules see both within-and across-module differences.
Discussion
We develop a novel two-stage approach for brain network covariate in prediction of a clinical phenotype. We are able to admit other covariates in the regression model and account for their non-linear interaction with the network-valued covariate via flexible Gaussian process kernel. Our simulation studies and real data example showed improved prediction performance over other existing methods. The supplementary analysis for the GTP data in identifying important brain regions also showed the advantage of having a node-specific representation of the networks.
We note that it is possible that the two-step approach could lead to error propagation.
However, our primary goal is to regress the clinical outcome on lower dimensional representations of the brain network, and some inadequacies in the estimation of the latent scales are tolerated as long as it does not lead to significant decrease in prediction performance in the second stage. One can evaluate the propagated error by implementing a Gibbs sampler algorithm for the first stage model to obtain a set of posterior samples for the latent scales, which can then be treated as additional testing samples for the second stage model to compute the corresponding predictions. The variation in these predictions can be viewed as proxy propagated error.
For our future work, we can consider incorporating covariate information into estimation of the latent scales as inspired by Wang et al. (2017) . Our first stage model easily permits adaption to changes in certain covariates in the prior structure. It needs not necessarily be the same set of covariates as in the second stage regression model since they carry different information in the procedure.
M step:
We plug in {ω (q) k,l : k < l} to find the values of a and U that maximize the objective function. We first find the estimate for a as:
, k < l, k, l = 1, . . . , p.
As noted earlier, the first element of every latent scale is fixed at a certain pre-specified value b and does not need to be updated. Thus we denote latent scale for the kth node omitting the first element as u k(−1) . The latent scales are updated iteratively from first node to the last one as:
We use the multidimensional scaling (MDS) method (Mardia, 1978) to find the initial positions of the latent scales in d such that the distance matrix is best preserved. The distance matrix between nodes are calculated as the shortest undirected paths based on the binary network G. We denote the estimates from the algorithm asâ andÛ .
Appendix B. Gradient Descent Algorithm with Armijo Line Search for Second
Stage MLE
The objective function is in fact the negative log-likelihood, which is of the form:
where θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , θ 4 , θ 5 ) = (logτ, logψ 1 , logψ u , logψ a , logψ z ), and | · | denotes the matrix determinant. The partial derivatives of the objective function with respect to the parameters are used for deriving the MLE and they have the following forms
where ∂f ∂x denotes the partial derivative of f with respect to x. More specifically
where denotes the Hadamard product. Algorithm 1 minimized the objective function O(θ) to find the MLE for the log-scaled parameters. We then transformed back by taking exponential to obtain the MLE of the original parameters.
Algorithm 1 For our supplementary analysis using the modified latent scales as described in Section 4.1, we need two more steps in the Gibbs Sampler to update the node inclusion indicators β i1 , . . . , β ip and the hyperparameter π * as illustrated below:
5. While keeping all other indicators fixed, update β j from Bernoulli distribution with probability min 1, π * lik j1 π * lik j1 + (1 − π * )lik j0 where lik j1 = ψ 1 E (j1) 0 + τ −1 I n −0.5 exp{−0.5y T (ψ 1 E (j1) 0 + τ −1 I n ) −1 y}, lik j0 = ψ1E (j0) 0 + τ −1 I n −0.5 exp{−0.5y T (ψ1E (j0) 0 + τ −1 I n ) −1 y}.
In addition, we have E
is calculated as in Equation 9 but with modified latent scales U i β (j1) = (β 1 u T i1 , . . . , u T ij , . . . , β p u T ip ) T , and E (j0) u is calculated with modified latent scales whose j-th row is replaced with a 0 vector.
6. Update the hyperparameter π * from Beta distribution with parameters (a π + p j=1 β j ) and (b π + p − p j=1 β j ).
Appendix D. Prediction for Testing Samples
The prediction for additional subjects involves two steps. First step takes the upper triangular vector of binary network matrices e * 1 , · · · , e * m as input of first stage model and obtain the estimates of intercept and latent scales. These estimates are then used in the second step, together with other supplementary covariates, as input of second stage model and eventually obtain the predicted values of the response variable. From the property of Gaussian process, the response of the additional subjects y * = (y * 1 , · · · , y * m ) T and the response of the original n subjects y jointly follow a multivariate normal distribution as
K * * (q, q ) = ψ 1 exp − ψ u U * q − U * q 2 F − ψ a (a * q − a * q ) 2 − ψ z z * q − z * q 2 2 , i = 1, · · · , n, q, q = 1, · · · , m
Therefore, the conditional mean can be expressed as:
E(y * |y) = K * (K + τ −1 I n ) −1 y (13)
The expression above is based on the marginal distribution of the outcome. We use this expression with the parameters obtained from MLE. We can also base the prediction expression on the Gaussian process atoms φ. Then the computation would be 
This expression can be used for in-sample prediction with the Gibbs sampler algorithm.
